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Abstract. Latent heat storage represents technology with significantly higher energy storage density.
The thermal energy storage capacity of building structures and storage units integrated into building
services contribute to the energy flexibility of buildings. This paper presents results from laboratory
experiments focused on the compatibility of heat storage media represented by phase change materials
(PCMs) with materials of container. Material compatibility of selected PCMs with the plastics and
metals were tested by a long-term experiment. Two organic-based and two inorganic-based phase change
materials were selected for tests of compatibility with selected metals (aluminium, copper and brass)
and plastics (PP-H, PE-HD, and PVC-U). Plastic-PCM compatibility was determined by gravimetric
method. For evaluation of metal-PCM compatibility, calculation of corrosion rate was applied. The less
mass changes and lower penetration of PCMs to the matrix was observed for inorganic-based PCMs
compared to organic-based PCMs. In case of compatibility between metals and PCMs, the highest
values of corrosion rate were calculated for copper immersed in inorganic-based PCMs Rubitherm SP25.
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1. Introduction
The situation on the European energy market in 2021
which is accompanied by rising of energy cost is one
of the reasons for the demand of larger energy in-
dependence and energy supply safety of energy con-
sumers. When fossil fuels such as natural gas or coal
are considered to be replaced by renewable energy
sources (RES), the sufficient energy storage capac-
ity should be employed. The reason is that energy
production from RES, such as sun, is not constant
in time. If the energy in the form of heat should
be stored for short or longer time, then the sensible
heat storage or latent heat storage technology should
be integrated in energy grid. The amount of stored
heat in sensible heat storage technology depends on
the weight of storage medium, its thermal capacity
and change between initial and final temperature. On
the other hand, the latent heat storage represents
advanced and much more sophisticated approach to
heat storage. Materials suitable for latent heat stor-
age are called phase change materials (PCMs). La-
tent heat storage technology uses the phase change
of storage material and solid-liquid transformation is
suitable for building applications. Due to the phase
change, proper encapsulation of PCMs must be de-
signed for all heat storage units with reasonable dura-
bility.

Durability and sustainability of each heat storage
unit depends on the compatibility between the mate-
rial of encapsulation and PCMs to avoid undesirable
leakages of PCMs and their interaction with surround-
ing environment. This paper presents the results of
compatibility tests of PCMs selected from organic

or inorganic group, and plastics and metals that are
suitable materials for their encapsulation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
A total of four PCMs were selected for testing:
salt-hydrate-based Rubitherm SP22 and Rubitherm
SP25 (representatives of the inorganic group) and
paraffin-based Linpar 17 and Linpar 1820 (repre-
sentatives of the organic group). Table 1 shows the
selected PCM parameters. As all tested PCMs have
a mean value of Peak temperature around 24 °C, the
actual material range values of materials is 22–28 °C,
this suggests the suitability of specific PCMs for
integration into systems inside residential buildings
due to similar indoor room temperatures.

Three common metals and plastics were selected for
the experiment as potential encapsulation materials
for PCMs. The reason for the selection was good mar-
ket availability, the high value of thermal conductivity
of metals and the wide use of plastics in the buildings
for distribution systems of rainwater or sewer pipes,
for storage tanks, etc. Two groups of samples were
determined for the experiment:

• plastic group representatives: PP-H (polypropy-
lene), PVC-U (polyvinylchloride) and PE-HD (high-
density polyethylene);

• metal group representatives: Aluminium, Copper
and Brass. Table 2 shows the parameters of tested
metals.
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Type Latent Heat Onset Temperature Peak Temperature
[J g−1] [°C] [°C]

Linpar 17 organic 152 21 22
Linpar 1820 organic 141 24 27

Rubitherm SP25 inorganic 122 18 28
Rubitherm SP22 inorganic 145 14 25

Table 1. The parameters of selected PCMs.

Composition Density Thermal conductivity Area
[g cm−3] [W m−1K−1] [cm−2]

Aluminium (EN AW1050 H111) Al99.5 2.70 230
Copper (EN CW024A) Cu-DHP-99.9 8.96 340 41.80
Brass (EN CW617N) CuZn40Pb2 8.73 114

Table 2. The selected parameters of the metal samples.

2.2. Methods

The assessment of compatibility between selected
PCMs and the metal/plastic samples is based on the
weight changes of the samples with the calculation of
the evaluation parameters separately for each material.
The test procedure is based on the methodology of
The American Society for Testing and Materials test
G1-03 [1] and consists of the following parts:

• preparation of the samples – visual inspection, clean-
ing (with toluene for metals), dried, clearly labelled;

• weighing of samples – the samples were weighed
with the analytical balance;

• immersion in PCMs – the samples were placed into
the testing beakers and were poured with liquid
PCMs, the test beakers were placed into incubator;

• thermal cycling in the incubator – the samples were
exposed to repeating temperature cycling ranging
from 15 °C to 40 °C, the cycle was divided into
4 parts, each lasting for two hours;

• removal from PCMs: the samples of one set were
withdrawn from the testing beakers at the given
time: after 7-28-84 days (for the metals) and every
seventh day (for the plastic) of exposure to the
PCMs, one set containing three pieces of samples;

• visual check (the changes of appearance) of samples;

• cleaning of the samples after removing;

• weighing of the samples;

• the selection of one sample from each set for sub-
sequent calculations using the median value – to
eliminate extreme values of the weight changes;

• the calculation of the parameters (the corrosion rate
for metal, the percentage change in mass in case of
plastic) and evaluation of the samples.

2.2.1. The method for evaluation of the
metal-PCM compatibility

The corrosion rate (CR) was calculated for each metal
sample in contact with the PCMs for a specified time,
the procedure and the experimental conditions are
given in Section 2.2. The CR methodology includes
monitoring the mass loss of the metal samples relative
to the surface area and the immersion time of the
samples, CR is defined by Equation (1), described
in [2, 3].

CR = ∆m

A · (t0 − t) , (1)

where CR is the corrosion rate in mg cm−2 year−1, ∆m
is a mass loss in mg and it is defined by the equation
∆m = m(t0) − m(t), where m(t0) is the initial weight
of the sample before immersion to PCMs and m(t) is
the final weight after the immersion time, A is the
surface area of the sample in cm2 and (t0 − t) is the
experimental immersion time of the samples in PCMs
in years.

In this study, the calculated corrosion rates of the
samples are compared to the classification described
in The Guide for corrosion weight loss used in the
industry [2, 4]. According to The Guide, PCMs are
classified as compatible with the selected metal or
incompatible, or compatible for a specific application.
The suitability scales with the limit values and the
verbal evaluation of CR are shown in Table 3.

The overall classification of the metal samples is
supplemented by the calculation of the CR value de-
fined according to the methodology described in [5, 6].
The calculation of the CR is based on The American
Society for Testing and Materials test G-31 [7] as well,
which determines the average CR values. The method
is based on the weight changes that are caused by expo-
sure of the samples to a corrosive environment during
the experiment. This calculation procedure is not pos-
sible to use in case of localized corrosion on the surface
of samples such as pitting or intergranular corrosion.
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Recommendation (verbal evaluation)

CR = 50.0 to 999.0 mg cm−2 year−1 Not recommended for service
CR = 10.0 to 49.9 mg cm−2 year−1 Caution recommended, based on the specific application
CR = 0.3 to 9.9 mg cm−2 year−1 Recommended for long term service

Table 3. The Guide for corrosion weight loss used in industry (the selected limit values) [2–4].

Material Immersion Linpar 17 Rubitherm SP25
period (organic group of PCM) (inorganic group of PCM)

∆m CR CR ∆m CR CR
[day] [mg] [mg cm−2 year−1] [mm year−1] [mg] [mg cm−2 year−1] [mm year−1]

Aluminium 7 0.800 1.049 0.00389 0.800 1.024 0.00379
28 0.700 0.219 0.00081 0.900 0.292 0.00108
84 0.500 0.053 0.00020 1.800 0.194 0.00072

Copper 7 1.400 1.807 0.00202 4.400 5.400 0.00603
28 1.700 0.525 0.00059 5.800 1.863 0.00208
84 1.600 0.174 0.00019 9.600 1.004 0.00112

Brass 7 1.300 1.685 0.00193 2.900 3.882 0.00445
28 2.000 0.621 0.00071 3.200 1.061 0.00121
84 0.400 0.044 0.00005 4.500 0.476 0.00055

Table 4. The corrosion rates values of tested metals exposed to effects of selected PCMs from the organic and
inorganic group for periods 7, 28 and 84 days.

CR = K · W

A · T · D
, (2)

where CR is the corrosion rate in mm year−1, K is
a constant in mm year−1 that determines the resulting
unit of the CR value (in our case 8.76 · 104), W is
a mass loss in g, A is an area of a sample in cm2, T
is a time of exposure in h and D is the density of
materials in g cm−3.

2.2.2. The method for evaluation of the
plastic-PCM compatibility

The criterion for evaluating plastic-PCM compatibility
is the percentage change in mass of the tested samples.
This parameter is determined by calculation according
to the gravimetric method defined in the international
standard [8] ISO 175:2000.

∆m = (mt − mt0)
mt0

· 100, (3)

where ∆m is the percentage change in mass in %, mt

is the weight of the sample after removal from PCMs
in mg and mt0 is the initial weight of the sample
before immersion in PCMs in mg.

3. Results and Discussion
The material compatibility of the selected four PCMs
with the plastics and metals was verified by a long-
term experiment. The samples of both metals and
plastics were immersed in the PCMs for the same
period with a difference in their extraction frequency.
Metals were extracted three times throughout the
experiment, plastics every 7 days. This time cycle
is similar by Moreno [3] and Óro [2]. In both cases,

the evaluation procedure included the visual inspec-
tion of the surface changes and the weight changes of
the individual samples before and after removal from
the PCMs, followed by calculations of the evaluation
criteria.

After removing the metal samples from the PCM,
it was found that the samples immersed in inorganic
PCM showed visual changes on their surface compared
to the samples immersed in organic PCM. All metal
samples were tarnished as early as one week after
immersion, more pronounced changes were discovered
on the surface of the copper samples.

The results of the test for metal-PCMs pairs are
shown in Table 4. The table shows only the repre-
sentatives of the two groups whose weight changes
were higher compared to the other material in the
group. The evaluation criterion is the corrosion rate
that was calculated according to Equation (1) and (2).
In general, the samples immersed in the organic PCM
group showed smaller weight changes and lower CR
values (see Table 4) than samples immersed in the
inorganic group. These results are consistent with
our initial assumption and also with the conclusions
presented in the previous studies [3, 4]. The most sig-
nificant mass loss occurred in the samples immersed
in PCM Rubitherm SP25 (inorganic PCM), the high-
est values were achieved in the case of the copper,
where the CR exceeded 5.4 mg cm−2 year−1 with the
value mass loss of 4.4 mg. The CR curves of metal
samples immersed in Rubitherm SP25 are shown in
Figure 1b. The CR curves of all metal samples in
inorganic PCMs (Figure 1b) are very similar to those
in organic PCMs (Figure 1a). The difference is in the
scale of values, in the case of samples in inorganic
PCMs (Figure 1b), the CR values are much higher.
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(a). Linpar 17 (organic PCM).

(b). Rubitherm SP25 (inorganic PCM).

Figure 1. Comparison of the dependence of CR value
(in mg cm−2 year−1) of metals in two types of PCMs.

Figure 2. Comparison of the dependence of CR value
(in mg year−1) of metals in Rubitherm SP25 (inorganic
PCM).

The CR parameters of the metal samples were com-
pared with the limit values in The Guide for corrosion
weight loss (in Table 3), unlike other study [2], all
considered metal-PCM combinations can be classified
as Recommended for long term service [8].

Figure 2 shows the CR values in mm·year−1 from
which we determined the estimated service lifetime
of these metal samples, which is 100 years for copper,
up to 150 years for aluminium, and up to 200 years
for brass when immersed in inorganic PCMs. This

(a). Linpar 1820 (organic PCM).

(b). Rubitherm SP22 (inorganic PCM).

Figure 3. Comparison of the dependence of ∆m
value (in %) of plastics in two types of PCMs.

evaluation will be complemented by a further exper-
iment using the Planned Interval Test according to
the methodology in ASTM [8].

The courses of the values of percentage change in
mass of the samples are shown in Figure 3, it is a cri-
terion for the evaluation of the mutual compatibility
of the plastic-PCM pairs and the calculation is de-
scribed in Section 2.2. The figures are presented for
the representatives of the organic and inorganic PCM
group as in the case of the metal samples. The results
show that samples immersed in the organic group of
PCMs achieved higher weight changes, where the max-
imum value of mass change reached 7 %. The organic
PCMs have a higher ability to penetrate the matrix of
the tested plastic samples, the penetration of organic
PCMs into the plastics materials is demonstrated in
Figure 3a. In terms of the selected materials, the
smallest weight changes were found for PVC-U mate-
rial and the highest for PP-H immersed in Linpar 1820
(organic PCMs), similar conclusions are described by
Castellón [9]. All samples were checked after removal
from the PCMs and no visual changes were observed
on the sample surface, the same results are docu-
mented by Oró [2].

4. Conclusions
In this study, we focused on testing the compatibil-
ity of selected plastics and metals with organic and
inorganic groups of PCM. According to the results
presented in Section 3, a significant difference in the
weight changes of the samples was found depending
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on the selected group of PCMs. It was verified ex-
perimentally in the case of immersion of plastics in
the inorganic group of PCMs, that less mass change
and lower penetration of PCMs to the matrix of the
tested samples occurred. The PVC-U samples did not
show any significant weight changes, while a rapid
penetration of PCMs into the samples of PP-H and
PE-HD was clearly visible during the first 4 weeks, but
this increase slowed down in the following weeks. The
interaction between PCMs and metals was verified
using the CR value. Compared to the plastics, the
metal samples in the organic group of PCMs showed
less weight and visual changes on their surface. The
highest values were achieved in the case of the cop-
per immersed in Rubitherm SP25, which is the worst
variation of the metal-PCM pair in the experiment.

The test method for metals used in the experiment
was based on the assumption of the normal (constant)
corrosion rates during the exposure period of the met-
als in corrosive environments. In further research,
we would focus on the testing metal-PCMs combina-
tion using the “Planned interval test”. This method
measures the variation of corrosion rates over time
throughout the experiment.
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